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Getting a good color match for my front crowns always seems a problem. What can help?

A: Color matching is often a challenge when fewer teeth are being restored. Some dentists will send the patient to the lab for shade taking with the patient. Sending special close up digital pictures to the lab and being a good color selector helps. For better control and more predictability in color matching, we use a computerized colorimeter for matching colors of the teeth, aiding the lab in color control. For even better customized matching, we also do in-office coloring of the porcelain, creating subtle detailing for a more natural look. We then bake it in our own porcelain oven for same day completion, saving patient time while providing excellent outcomes.

• Tooth Whitening
• Cosmetic Veneers & Crowns
• Complete Dental Rehabilitation
• Crowns & Bridges
• Implant Crowns & Bridges
• Implant Supported Dentures
• Complete & Partial Dentures
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TRUST YOUR SMILE TO A SPECIALIST